
Urban Street Cover for iPhone 13 Pro Max
SKU: TECOVFLUOIP1367T

The case with bright colours that will make your phone chic while keeping it protected at
all times

THE PERFECT COVER: PROTECT YOUR SMARTPHONE WITHOUT SACRIFICING STYLE

The Urban Street cover is soft, durable and distinguished by its bright colours: the perfect case for customising and protecting
your iPhone 13 Pro Max. The material with which it is made (PC+TPU) makes it  light, soft and, at the same time, very
resistant to bumps and scratches . It is smooth to the touch giving a pleasant feeling every time you use your smartphone.

The side keys are also protected while remaining fully functional. In addition, the  camera hole ensures that you can take photos
and videos whenever you need them: capture your best moments in an instant. 

THE FLUORESCENT LANYARD ALSO BECOMES A PRACTICAL KEYCHAIN

On the bottom of the cover, there is a soft lanyard in striking fluorescent colours. With the practical hook-shaped carabiner you
can attach and detach it whenever  you want and use it in different ways: to keep your cell phone on your wrist, to add a
personal touch to a backpack or to hold your house keys.  

URBAN STREET IS DESIGNED FOR CITY LIVING

The modern design, colourful and transparent makes the Urban Street cover a must-have accessory to stand out on every
occasion. The multi-purpose lanyard also gives it a fashionable style, so you can enjoy every aspect of the city.

KEY FEATURES:

protects from bumps and scratches
camera hole
material: PC+TPU
multipurpose fluorescent lanyard in Nylon, cotton and PET



modern, colourful and transparent design



Urban Street Cover for iPhone 13 Pro Max
SKU: TECOVFLUOIP1367T

Technical data
Color: transparent  
EAN: 8018417418792  
SKU: TECOVFLUOIP1367T  
Weight: 20 g  
Type: Fluo cover  
Material: Aluminium, Cotton, Nylon, PC + TPU, PET  

Logistics data
Depth Pack: 18 mm  
Width Pack: 105 mm  
Depth Inner: 240 mm  
Height Pack: 213 mm  
Weight Pack: 100 g  
Width Inner: 200 mm  
Amount Inner: 6  
Depth Master: 510 mm  
Height Inner: 120 mm  
Weight Inner: 710 g  
Width Master: 390 mm  
Amount Master: 72  
Height Master: 420 mm  
Weight Master: 9280 g  
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